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The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and not necessarily the 
views of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia or the Federal Reserve System. 
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Introduction 
Problems arising from the consumer credit market were at the heart of the financial crisis 
generating the Great Recession.  The housing market boom was accompanied by a rapid 
expansion of easy mortgage credit, and the strong period of economic growth after 2002 through 
2006 was characterized by credit expansion in virtually all other forms of consumer credit:  
home equity loans and lines of credit, credit cards, auto loans and student loans.  This expansion 
of mortgage and consumer credit contributed to bubble conditions in housing markets and raised 
household ratios of debt payment-to-income to levels that proved unsustainable.  When home 
prices reversed direction and credit tightened, the foreclosure crisis ensued and consumers began 
a prolonged process of deleveraging.  The combination of collapsing home prices, a severe 
reduction in household wealth and spending, and contraction of bank credit supply and other 
financing channels generated the Great Recession and the subsequent period of sluggish 
economic growth.1 
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